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Symposium on Survival II

Stefan Leader—
SALT II faces delays

By Susie Jacobson

"The agreement isn’t based on trust," said Stefan Leader on the SALT II agreement. "If we trusted them, there wouldn’t be a need for nuclear weapons in the first place," he said. As Public Affairs Officer for the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency in Washington, he gave the introductory address for the Symposium on Survival, Defense, Nuclear Armaments and World Peace Tuesday afternoon in the Wisconsin Room.

Leader, who has written numerous articles on military affairs, arms control and Asian political military affairs, said the SALT II agreement has been in the making for the past six years, but that the treaty is very close to being completed.

He said people frequently question why the agreement has taken so long to complete, but explained that all agencies within the United States Government that deal with national security are involved.

"Before any issue is taken to the table, there must be discussion within the U.S. Government," Leader said.

"The negotiations with the U.S. Government are as difficult to solve as those with the Soviets."

Leader said the text of the SALT II agreement is 60 pages long and that making sure there are no loopholes or ambiguities within the text add to the delay.

When the agreement is signed by the United States and Soviet officials, it must then be ratified by two-thirds of the Senate, and Leader explained there are critics both on the right and the left concerning the agreement.

"Many critics on the right, including Senator Proxmire of Wisconsin, feel the treaty doesn’t limit the arms enough," Leader said. He also cited several other criticisms of SALT II. Leader said many charge that the treaty is unequal, unfair to the United States, unenforceable, and that the arms limits are too high.

In response to the charge that the SALT II treaty is unfair to the United States, Leader said that the treaty is balanced, with the ceilings for launchers of ICBMs at 200 for both the United States and the Soviet Union.

continued page 3

Homer Jack—
UN failing in disarmament

By Kurt Busch

A lack of credibility is hindering the United Nations in its attempts to stem the international arms race, according to Homer Jack, Secretary General of the World Conference on Religion and Peace. Jack, speaking to a small crowd in the University Center Wisconsin Room on Tuesday night, addressed the topic of "The United Nations: Disarmament and Non-proliferation as Part of the UNSP Symposium on Survival II".

Jack, a Unitarian Universalist clergyman, founded the National Committee for Saner Nuclear Policy and the Non-governmental Organizations Committee on Disarmament at United Nations Headquarters.

The physical remoteness of the UN building, the relative youth of the operation, and the comparatively minor news coverage all contribute to a general lack of credibility, said Jack. He also noted that the confusing setup of the UN and the tendency for large countries to bypass UN decisions make the organization seem ineffective.

"Nobody but nobody," Jack told the audience, "loves the United Nations anymore."

Jack gave the audience a history of the UN’s commitment to limit the arms race and maintained that the organization has failed to do so.

continued page 5
On evening up Athletics spending

Many UWSP students who participate in club-oriented athletics are finding the going tough, due to several underlying problems concerning athletic facilities available and athletic funding to be had.

Many of the clubs are frustrated and set back due to denied opportunities to expand club interests because of a shortage of facilities and money.

According to Dr. Donald Hoff, Assistant Dean of HPERA (Health, Physical Education and Recreation), "We have a tremendous shortage of indoor facility space, and we are vastly in need of extra funds for club sports."

Hoff hit the nail on the head, and UWSP students involved in weightlifting, skiing, archery, judo, rugby, soccer and other clubs are taking the brunt of the facility and money scarcity.

Recently, five state University schools—UWSP among them—have been granted a share of $330,000 for planning major facility needs. Most hard hit by the low budgets are the "I" clubs. No money seems to be available for many of the clubs to hold events or expand interests. Members of the archery and rugby clubs have had to literally take money out of their pockets to hold events and games.

There are alternatives for funding. Most all of the University athletic teams hold fund raising events to help meet high athletic costs. Money allotted by SGA has been cut less than requested. But everyone is taking cuts, so the question may be, where does the money allotted take priority?

A large number of people compose the various clubs on campus, and are they receiving a fair share of money from the budgets? Not to say that clubs in athletic capacities should receive substantial amounts of funding, but shouldn't they have enough set aside to at least cover some expenses?

The athletic budget has been criticized in the past for shoddy student input. Perhaps a survey should be taken to see what students' opinions are concerning the athletic clubs and how much money they should receive.

If and when the new addition for the Quantd fieldhouse comes about let’s hope individuals in team sports, clubs or classes receive a fair shot at using the new facilities. Hopefully, after all the red tape is worked through, and the facilities are made available, every UWSP student will have some opportunity to make use of the additions, regardless of club, class or team.
To the Pointer,

The letter which Michael Lawton, self-proclaimed "fundamental born-again Christian," wrote to the Pointer brought to mind something Mark Twain once wrote about a "nice, kindhearted, smirking, sneering, dear Christian creature." But the one adjective that definitely does not apply to this letter is "kindhearted.

To prove that homosexuality is a sin, Lawton cites Leviticus 20:13: "If there is a man who has sex with a male as those who lie with a woman, both of them have committed a detestable act. This is supposed to prove that homosexuals are sinners. But Lawton doesn't give all of verse 13. The rest of it reads, "they shall be put to death, for their sin is upon them." Elsewhere in this same chapter, saussy children are also condemned to die ("Every one who curses his father or his mother shall be put to death.")

The Bible according to Lawton is a treasury of the Bible of the God of love. Lawton says that the way the Bible commands him to make such demands. I'd like to see him provide scriptural passages showing that God does not condemn Michael Lawton or tap dancers or anchovies or redwood siding. It can't be done. Yet this does not necessarily mean that all of these are immoral. You see, that's not what the Bible is all about. It isn't supposed to define lists of people and things which are or are not useful. It is supposed to provide some guidance on how to live a better life.

Lawton demands that scriptural passages be produced showing that God does not condemn responsible homosexuality. He has no right to make such demands. I'd like to see him provide scriptural passages showing that God does not condemn Michael Lawton or tap dancers or anchovies or redwood siding. It can't be done. Yet this does not necessarily mean that all of these are immoral. You see, that's not what the Bible is all about. It isn't supposed to define lists of people and things which are or are not useful. It is supposed to provide some guidance on how to live a better life.

Lawton demands that biblical interpretations of the Bible by those who proudly boast of their ignorance of Greek and Hebrew. And since we are at an institution of higher education, we should also pay little heed to those who would have us stereotype our fellow teachers and students as morally inferior to us because of their personal sexual preferences.

R. Daniel Becher
RT. 1 BOX 53
Basscroft, WI 54921

To the Pointer,

This letter is a direct response to Michael T. Lawton's letter which appeared in this column last week, and an indirect response to other letters this semester from various Fundamentalists Christians.

Mr. Lawton wrote in opposition to Rev. Saffold's letter of one week earlier: Rev. Saffold's viewpoint was that the Bible does not condemn homosexual behavior. This struck a discordant tone in the ears of Fundamentalists, for their perception of the Bible is quite different on this point. Rev. Saffold wrote that his beliefs arise from an ability to read the Bible in the original Hebrew and Greek. Therefore he need not be biased by any translators' errors.

Mr. Lawton claimed that Rev. Saffold "boasts" of his linguistic abilities: to have "boasted" is not what Rev. Saffold has done, but rather he has established credibility by virtue of specialization, something which Mr. Lawton may never claim or boast of.

Mr. Lawton quotes scripture in which apparently God condemns homosexual behavior: he lists some five passages. He goes on to say: "It seems funny to me that Rev. Saffold would claim he has a "decided advantage" in scriptural interpretation and then cite little or no scriptural evidence to support his claims." I must question how carefully Mr. Lawton read, for Rev. Saffold wrote: "I can't distill what I've learned from one letter, but would be glad to study the Bible with anyone open to the discernment God has given me." It would seem to me that reading comprehension would be a must for all Fundamentalists.

Moreover, Mr. Lawton would have us believe that five verses sum up some one-thousand pages. Perhaps it would be infinitely rewarding for the Fundamentalist to spend a little time learning Greek and Hebrew.

While Fundamentalists can quote scripture in English, they cannot claim that the translators were also the "inspired" authors.

Upon reading some of the passages recommended by Mr. Lawton, in a number of English editions, I noticed that some do mention homosexuality, some do not, with great overall variation. Can it be that a translator might add something unknowingly, either because of a cultural background differing from the original writer, or because of poor reading comprehension? I, the way am not a Fundamentalist, but if I were, I would treat translations as though my salvation depended on it.

Shakespeare wrote, in The Merchant of Venice, "The devil can cite Scripture for his purpose."

Mr. Lawton feels that the subject of homosexuality has been brought up too much in this column. I am sure the status quo would be never spoken aloud. Such is always the case with oppression. But, as Dylan wrote, "the times, they are a-changing."

The above views are mine, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the beliefs of the Church of People's Union. Anyone interested in becoming part of our progressive organization may write to: Gay People's Union, Box 88, Student Activities Complex, UW-Stevens Point.

Tom Albright
Coordinator, GPU

To the Pointer,

I have waited for a long time to write in about some earth shattering subject of immense controversy. But since anything of consequence is rarely printed in the correspondent section, I shall follow suit. I have compiled some trivial gripes with little social impact that I will list for you:

Who is cheating? (1) Who is Bob Pattnn? Is he famous? Is he good looking? Is he important? No! Then why must he submit to his pseudo-macho portraits spread throughout The Pointer? (2) If Frank Lloyd Wright were alive, he would vomit at the thought of his name being placed in some dilapidated storeroom at the University Center (Frank Lloyd Wright Lounge); (3) While I'm sure everyone is deeply concerned about the plight of ahns of wishes, I wish the amateur philosophers would stop writing to The Pointer about the rightness or wrongness of the whole disgusting issue; (4) Must The Pointer consider itself to be a一点也不 bad student of math by allowing them free space in the Personality section of the Pointer. While these gripes have no redeeming value, they do provide relief from the normal unimportant things found in the correspondent section of The Pointer.

G.L. Mar quez
P.S. to anyone offended: Just look at this as you would anything else found in the correspondent section and forget about it.

To the Pointer,

You will note that the recommendation for the change in grading policy was merely a recommendation of complete and total ignorance. "The University Committee had no evidence of your attendance-grading policy, the class size, course load, or the differentiation between the work of those who passed and those who failed."

Therefore (total ignorance) "it is the decision of the University Committee to change it from "fail" to "pass" for the above named student."

There is a major point to be made here. The recommendation was made without any contribution by the students. Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus! When I received a letter from the committee I reread it and wrote the grades on the letter. I did respond by sending the letter to Marjorie Spring who ignored it.

But frankly, I must admit to being a misfit. I do not live in a world of 36 or 44. If I were 36 percent efficient I would go broke. No one would take this seriously. If I were 44 percent I would be ashamed. Actually the whole incident brings to mind something that was invited to appear so the committee could consider ALL ASPECTS of these grades. I have been trying to figure out how one considers the above views are mine, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the beliefs of the Church of People's Union. Anyone interested in becoming part of our progressive organization may write to: Gay People's Union, Box 88, Student Activities Complex, UW-Stevens Point.

Tom Albright
Coordinator, GPU
would not have minded the food service being closed down for the duration.

By closing the dorms at 5 p.m., and being very obvious about it, it caused anybody who had to work, or go to class late, to run around nonsense in the early afternoon trying to remember everything to do, and everything to take out of their rooms by 5 p.m. I know quite a few people who had classes that night—what did they do?

Perhaps the whole problem lies in the fact that there was school scheduled on Monday. Maybe, but whatever is done about the foul-ups this past weekend, I hope it solves all problems for people in the dorms next year.

David Hewitt
209 Smith Hall

The women's problems on campus had another miscarriage today.

I'm referring to the April 11th sentencing of a Steven Lord, a senior, for the rape of a friend (namely me) as she was asleep on the lawn. By early morning, the woman had left the dorm and was engaged in a personal relationship. If I hadn't, the smoke inhalation would have been killed. However, I had awakened, and signed a written confession which he later retracted.

To make a long story short, he pleaded guilty to attempted (1st degree) burglary, and was sentenced today. About all we'll get out of this is one 6 months to 2 years in a mental institution for observation and treatment. If I may, I'd like to pose a few questions to you. When it was presented to him, his confession was obviously destroyed away (not to mention my burns) by the charge of attempting a burglary.

If this is a so-called mental defect, why has he remained free for this long? Why has he been able to make these important decisions and allowed to speak on his behalf as his sentencing and have his statements taken seriously?

This is a history of arrest, i.e., dormitory hall at Stout, several residential cars and sections, and his spill in Michigan, which has him man a running story. We also, when court was adjourned and I passed him in the hallway, he said to another fellow, "Pretty good, eh Bill?" Why indeed?

One more quasi-interesting note. His name was the remnant of the girl I was in love with, and this aberrant situation caused the demise of our beautiful (I think) relationship. Perhaps in time, I could force him to try killing me, but never could I force him for caring the end to our loving relationship.

I hope this letter will rain on the parade of those of you who are in favor of plea-bargaining. It may save time in the courts, but in the long run, it hurts us all, either directly or indirectly.

Thank you.
William D. Kolbisch
2834 Water Street

To the Pointer,
We are back from another Easter Break and we are once again early one day, as we were last year.

I am wondering who is in charge of semester scheduling and wondering why they saw fit to schedule Monday classes the day after Easter.

Last year some student organizations made compelling arguments for cancelling classes the day after Easter, among them the cutting short of research or festive arrangements in order to be back by Monday and the necessity for some students to travel great distances on Easter Sunday in order to be back at school. Why were these arguments ignored when this year's schedule was fashioned?

I am hoping that next year student organizations can make a case to get Monday off this day of the semester either cancelled or at least partially suspended.

Rebecca Culbertson

To the Pointer,
An old guy who never went to college has a question for you smart university kids:

For all these years, the weight of the earth has been estimated at 5.945 trillion tons. This figure is completely wrong. Do you know, or can you find out, what the weight of the earth really is?

You may, if you wish, give your answer to me over the phone (912-11). On April 22nd in Eau Claire, Professor Trytten in the Department of Economics will relay it to you.

Further discussion on this subject will be held in a week or two, in this column.

Casmer Sikorski
Eau Claire

To the Pointer,
It is now April. The start of the Milwaukee Brewers and our pool season. This year's team for the first time in nine years has a good chance of winning. The hitting is the best in the American League. I'm not sure who will join the Brew Crew, but I'll likely follow them as closely as possible. And I'm not sure there are many people as interested in them with many kind people just becoming interested in them. This is really pollution, education, etc.

In Milwaukee the attendance record is superb. Opening Day was sold out before when. What my gripe is that with so much interest in the Brewers, especially this year, why is it that the people (at least in the dorms) can't pick up a radio station carrying the games. I think this is really dumb that 6 or 7 of us of this size and with a University and a community in this day of technology can't do something that has been done in the past. I'm sure there is something that could be done to solve this problem. I'm in favor of someone getting on the ball and getting it done. I feel sorry for the people who live here all summer long.

Dick Kirk
336 Burroughs

The book blues. The book blues. It's those sleepy nights with visions of exams, pop tests and required reading running through your mind. They just won't go away.

But you can... well, Greyhound can.

Take off this weekend, visit your family, see your friends. just get out of town and leave the book blues behind. It doesn't cost much and it'll do you a world of good. So, if you've got the book blues, get on a Greyhound and split. It's a quick cure for what ails you.

Appleton
$5.25 20 minutes $10.00 2:30 p.m.
Eau Claire
$7.25 25 minutes $13.65 2:30 p.m.
Oshkosh
$5.25 25 minutes $10.50 2:30 p.m.
Madison
$7.70 14 minutes $14.65 2:00 p.m.
Milwaukee
$10.15 19 minutes $19.30 2:30 p.m.

(Pricing subject to change)

Allen Center
346-3537

Hi Fi Forum
Camera Forum
SPECIAL BUY NOW
Tired of poor quality sound in your car? Put some high quality sound in your car with this EICO Indash FM/RCA 3 tape sete tape player. On special now for $995

SALE ENDS APRIL 24
SAVE 20%
NOW IN OUR NEW LOCATION
2813 Post Road - Business 51 - South of McDill Pond

People Who Know—People Who Care!
Rail service through Point a possibility

By Al Peters

Amtrak railroad service may be coming to Stevens Point, with travel via the Fox River Valley, Milwaukee, and Chicago to the South, and Marshfield, Eau Claire, and Minneapolis-St. Paul to the north.

When passenger service through Stevens Point was abandoned in the mid-60's, it was thought that there just weren't enough passengers using the line to make it profitable. Now, in the age of the energy crunch and high priced transportation, the Wisconsin Association of Railroad Passengers, a spinoff group of the National Association of Railroad Passengers, thinks otherwise.

Presently, a passenger rail line runs from Milwaukee to Minneapolis, using a south route through Portage, La Crosse, Tomah and Winona. The northern route would begin in Chicago, and stop at Evanston, Waukegan, Kevil, Batavia, Racine, Milwaukee, West Bend, Fond du Lac, Oshkosh, Stevens Point, Marshfield, Chippewa Falls, Eau Claire, Menomonie, and terminate in Minneapolis-St. Paul. A stop in Hudson, between Menomonie and Minneapolis is also being discussed.

There are two trains a day being run along the southern route, the time: The Wisconsin Association of Railroad Passengers said that they want at least one of these trains to be rerouted along the northern route through Stevens Point.

John Kinville, a representative of the Wisconsin Association of Railroad Passengers in Eau Claire, said that there are four times as many people living along the northern route as there are living within reach of the southern route. He feels that these numbers alone should be enough reasons to have the route switched up through the Fox Valley and Stevens Point.

Kinville also said that the student population along the northern route is fantastic. University of Wisconsin campuses at Oshkosh, Stevens Point, Stout, St. Clair, and River Falls, all lie on or very near the route. Kinville urged students to contact their congresspersons regarding the change of route.

The Carter Administration in Washington wants to cut back on 40 percent of the Amtrak miles currently in service. Such legislation could throw quite a sizable stone in the wheels of the Wisconsin Association of Railroad Passengers' project.

However, Kinville is confident that the Association has enough votes in Washington to override any Amtrak mileage cutbacks. The group is in the process of petitioning Amtrak, the Department of Transportation, and the Interstate Commerce Commission in favor of the rerouting.

A lot rides on federal funding (of Amtrak)," Kinville said during an interview. Because of the legislation concerning amount of Amtrak mileage, Kinville said that he didn't see any real decisions about the proposed rerouting being made "before 6 months."

Kinville went on to say that student petitioning would be very helpful to the project. According to Kinville, representatives from the group are already petitioning in Eau Claire, and that an Association representative from Wausau would be in Stevens Point to petition in the near future.

A representative from a Wausau television station said that some repair to the existing rail line between Stevens Point and Wausau would be necessary before passenger service could be established. There are places along this section of the line where the freight trains that operate there have to slow down to as low as 35 miles per hour.

The Wisconsin Association of Railroad Passengers is also asking Amtrak for a cost analysis to determine the feasibility of establishing passenger service along this section.

The Wisconsin Association of Railroad Passengers was established before the conception of Amtrak, in an effort to "save the trains," Association representative Kinville said. When Amtrak was founded, although the group was not directly instrumental in the formation of Amtrak, Kinville said that the creation of Amtrak made the Association feel that their efforts were beginning to be noticed. Since then, the goal of the group has been to independently monitor the amount of Amtrak miles, while striving to increase the mileage of rail track that is used by Amtrak.

The Wisconsin Association of Railroad Passengers is headquartered in Green Bay. Any interested parties should contact The Wisconsin Association of Railroad Passengers, P.O. Box 715, Green Bay, Wisconsin 54305.

United Nations arms control problems

Jack stated that a special session held by the UN last May and June produced a document endorsed by 194 nations, among them the Soviet Union and the United States. Among other things, the document called for a reduction of conventional and nuclear weapon stockpiles and the establishment of nuclear free zones throughout the world. Additionally, it called for the outlawing of chemical and indiscriminate weapons (e.g. napalm), and the prevention of nuclear weapon research and development.

However, Jack noted that the UN only has the power to suggest, and can neither decree nor enforce. Jack also noted that the UN is failing in respect to its declared military purpose. Jack said the UN's International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) reports to the general body but does not fall under close scrutiny by its parent organization.

"There is an inherent defect in the IAEA," Jack said. "It both advocates the use of nuclear power and regulates its safety." Jack told the audience that similar incongruities in national agencies have necessitated the separation of the two functions.

Jack stated that the UN scientific commission has failed to provide adequate research on radiation dangers.

The recent accident at Three Mile Island should, however, prompt greater action on the part of the UN, according to Jack.

"It is inconceivable that UN somehow, in spite of its bodies, and perhaps in the next general assembly itself next autumn, will not discuss the uses and abuses, indeed the dangers, of nuclear power."

Jack concluded his talk by briefing the audience what it could do to work toward disarmament. Jack urged the audience to study the facts on the arms race, to study the operations of the UN, and to vote responsibly in the 1980 presidential elections. He further urged students to write their legislators and noted that Wisconsin representatives have an impressive track record in regard to disarmament.

Jack cited the Symposium on Survival as a good example of campus organizing for arms limitation, calling it "a model of education in action."

...negotiations within...

Government are as difficult to solve as those with the Soviets."

...Stefan Leader

Photo by Mark McQueen

Leader discusses SALT II

Leader also explained that limits on MIR missiles (missiles that contain more than one nuclear warhead) are also equal on both sides. The agreement also contains a limitation on the employment of new type weapons for both sides with the exception of one weapon for each side.

"The provisions are equal," Leader explained, "but that does not mean our nuclear forces are identical." He said the composition of the nuclear forces of both nations are different and that in some areas the United States is advanced and in other areas the Soviets advanced.

On the ability of the United States to verify whether the Soviets are in compliance with the treaty, Leader said the United States does have sophisticated modern technology which allows the United States to monitor the entire weapons development of the Soviets— at every step.
Discover How Easily You Can Ride Long Distances!

**AUSTRO-DAIMLER**

A philosophy of dedication to engineering

On a bicycle, you become more efficient than any creature on earth. Come in to the Hostel Shop where Experienced bicyclists will fit you with the right bicycle for your needs and size. There is no substitute for personal experience. Let experienced bicyclists help you pick your next bicycle or accessory.

**HOSTEL SHOPPE, LTD.**

1314 Water St. (Behind Shippy Shoes)

Music Camp cont'd

Club, will be the guest instrumental clinician and conductor, and Alice Parker of New York City, choral arranger and conductor, will be the choral clinician. They will be on campus June 27-30.

During their stay at the university, students participate in classes on theory, history and literature, conducting, jazz, keyboard, and instrumental and voice techniques, plus offerings in bands, choirs, orchestra, chamber groups, and jazz ensemble. Private lessons are available in all major areas, including instruction in the electronic music studio. The young musicians also perform in a series of concerts and recitals which are open to the public.

Two guest faculty members, Kenneth Barton, Glenview, Ill., and Calvin Brockman, Shawano, will join UWSP faculty members in leading the workshops.

Application deadline for the music camp is June 4. Registration forms and further information may be obtained by contacting Paul E. Doebler, C212 Fine Arts Building, UWSP.

Fifty young pianists will be accepted as participants in the Point Piano Camp, which is jointly sponsored by the Departments of Music and Extended Services. Michael Keller of the UWSP music faculty is serving his second year as director of the workshop for junior and senior high school students. The guest instructor will be Leslie Pastor, certified Dalcroze specialist from Lake Mills, who will teach eurythmics, the study of rhythm involving body movements.

The piano camp offers private lessons and classes in eurythmics, literature and harmonization. This year's schedule will include performances by students on Friday evening and Saturday morning, plus faculty and guest concerts during the week. Included on the camp's staff are Keller, Charles Goan and Martha Thomas, UWSP music faculty members.

A university residence hall and food service will be available to campers from out of town.

Eligibility forms and scholarship information are available through the UWSP Departments of Music and Extended Services.

The American Suzuki Institute of Stevens Point is an annual event that brings together thousands of young musicians. Their parents and teachers. The institute is under the direction of Margery Aber, UWSP faculty member and one of the early American developers of the Suzuki method of teaching children to play musical instruments. The institute draws top Suzuki educators from all over the world to serve on its 75-member faculty. Toshio Takahashi, Japanese flutist and originator of the Suzuki flute method, will return to campus tentatively for a two-week period. Haruka Kataoka, well-known throughout the world for her piano expertise, will also return to the university, possibly for both weeks.

Individuals and families interested in registering for the institute may contact Margery Aber at UWSP for further information. Room and board on campus is available. Ten grants are being offered to graduate college students who participate in the Chamber Music sessions, and two college credits are available per session. Early registration is requested.

The institute is sponsored by the American Suzuki Teachers' Association, the Suzuki Association of the Americas, the American Suzuki Talent Education Center of Stevens Point, and the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point.

---

**Deadline: May 3**
Summer Music Camp slated

The University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point will host three music clinics this summer. The 34th annual Point Music Camp will be held from June 10 through June 30, the Point Piano Camp runs from July 8 through July 14, and the American Suzuki Institute is scheduled Aug. 5 through Aug. 18.

The Point Music Camp has a new director, Paul Doebler of the UWSP music faculty, and will include private instruction for the first time in UWSP's recently developed electronic music studio. The camp is divided into a junior high session (June 10-16) and a senior high session (June 17-30).

Two guest artists will lead clinics during the second session. William Schempf of Central Michigan University, former director of the West Point Band and Cadet Glee Club, will lead the band session, and Jacquie Kennedy, executive director of Wisconsin Special Olympics, Inc., said the annual event is a program of physical education, sports training, athletic competition, education and advocacy for mentally retarded people. Games are for participants at varying levels of ability, and contests are assigned to them on the basis of sex, age and ability level.

Contestants represent special education classes, public and private institutions, group homes, sheltered workshops and homes or from the community in general across the state.

A traditional Olympics ceremony patterned after the one held to open the world games will be held on Thursday night, June 7 with a parade of athletes, lighting of the Olympics torch and the raising of the official Olympic flag. Dignitaries, sports figures and Special Olympics honorary coaches will join the athletes at the event to be held on the Memorial Forum between UWSP's library and fine arts buildings. Entertainment will follow consisting of a dance and tent-town carnival. Competition will run all day Friday and Saturday morning. The athletes and their escorts will gather Friday night for a victory dance and entertainment. A special picnic lunch at noon on Saturday will conclude the event.

Every participant in the state level competition is a winner. Awards will be made under a carefully planned system allowing individuals of varying ages and abilities to adequately perform and receive gold, silver and bronze medals in the various events for which they compete. Athletes not placing 1st, 2nd or 3rd are awarded a participation ribbon.

The UWSP is being joined in the sponsorship of the event by Wisconsin Special Olympics, Inc. and the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation. Further information about the Olympics is being distributed by the Stevens Point Chamber of Commerce, 600 Main St., Stevens Point, 54481, (715) 344-1940 and the Wisconsin Special Olympics, 6414 Copp's Ave., Suite No. 136, Madison, 53716 (608) 221-8950.

SUMMER JOBS
Full Time
Plenty of Work
Phone 251-0935

University Film Society
Presents
Vittorio De Sica's
The Bicycle Thief
A poor man and his son search the streets of Rome for the bicycle necessary to the livelihood, buffeted by an indifferent world. Classic Italian neo-realism.

Tuesday & Wednesday
April 24 and 25
7 and 9:15
Program-Banquet Room
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SUMMER JOBS
Full Time
Plenty of Work
Phone 251-0935

Win!

10-Speed Trek TX-311 Bicycle At Mandate

Guess The Number Of Point Bottle Caps In Window.

Spring Specials Include

Free Short Sleeve Knit Shirt With Purchase of 2 Pair Of Socks At Regular Price.

Get 10% Off Spring Jackets

Entire Stock Flare Cords

Point Beer Caps

Now Only $999

2 Pair Of Sox Free With Purchase Of Casual Shoes

Many More Values

In The Store At

492 Division St.
Stevens Point, WI
(715) 341-3001
Student art show planned

In an effort to give students a suitable opportunity to display their art work, the Edna Carlston Gallery, the Fine Arts Center, and the University Activities Board will host a juried show at the end of this month.

All currently enrolled students are eligible and may enter as many as four submissions. Students who graduated in December of 1978 are also eligible.

All two and three dimensional works in any media that have not been previously displayed in the Carlston Gallery may be submitted prior to April 22. A jury of visiting artists will select those works to be displayed on April 23. A number of cash and purchase awards will also be made at this time.

An opening reception and award presentation will be held on April 25 from 7 to 9 p.m. The selected works will remain on display until May 11.

Information and submission forms can be obtained at the Edna Carlston Gallery.

Groundbreaking ceremony held

A groundbreaking ceremony to formally mark the reconstruction of Old Main at the UWSP was held on Monday morning, April 16.

State Sen. William Bablitch (D-Stevens Point), who was instrumental in getting $2 million for the project, joined Acting Chancellor John Ellery in giving brief talks. The program began shortly after 10:30 a.m. in front of the east wing of the building, and lasted about 20 minutes.

University officials have been told that the contractor needs about a week of warm weather for his crews to disassemble some materials on the exterior of the building for later use, and then the wrecking devices will be brought in to start the razing of the two wings.

The oldest wing, built on the west side just after the turn of the century will be the first to go. After the basement area is filled in, the equipment crew will start on the east side section. Previously, the university officials believed that the demolition phase of the job would not begin until early summer.

The completion and re-occupancy of the building is expected in mid summer of 1980.

Wanna Know Where To Get A Really Good Job?

Applications now available for paid positions on the Arts and Lectures program advisory committee, involving aspects of program selection, ticket sales, advertising, public relations and performance management. Previous experience helpful but not necessary.

For job description and application stop in the Arts and Lectures office, B109 College of Fine Arts. Call 346-3265 for further information.
Conference proceedings available

Orders are now being taken for the proceedings of the 1979 Conference on the Small City and Regional Community by the Office of Extended Services, Rm. 315 Delzell Hall. The price is $7.

History Assistantships

Applications for graduate assistantships for the 1979-80 academic year are being accepted by the History Department. Forms are available in the history dept. office, 424 COPS. Deadline for filing is May 4.

County women honored

A display calling attention to 13 notable women in Portage County history has been assembled for public viewing at the UWSP.

The Portage County Commission on Women is sponsoring the display which will be in place through early May in the main foyer of the Albertson Learning Resource Center. Later the materials will be exhibited in public buildings in area communities.

Elizabeth Vollrath is chairperson of a committee that collected and arranged the materials, assisted by Vicki Kubisik and Bev Pede. They said the display will be changed to include other women, and eventually be the basis of a major exhibit in the Portage County Historical Society Museum which is being readied for opening in a former church building in Plover.

Women featured in the opening display are Mandana Hale Bliss, Ruth Gilfry, Winfred Harvey, Dr. Marie Kersten Dubinski, Laura Mae Corrigan, Helen Parkhurst, the Rev. Minnie Cliff, Dora Boss, Katherine Southwick Keeler, Carrie Frost, May Roseb, Mary D. Bradford, and Bessie May Allen. All are now deceased.

Pictures, biographical sketches and in some cases memorabilia calling attention to the women's lives are in the show case.

Poems performed

Tom McKeown, an instructor in English at the UWSP, has had a cycle of 11 poems set to music and performed at Carnegie Hall in New York City.

The poems were written between 1969 and 1973, and were collected under the title Circle of the Eye. They were arranged for piano and voices by Harold Blumenfeld, 1977 winner of the American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters Awards in Music. Blumenfeld, who has also written music for works by Hart, Crane and Rilke, has been a member of the Washington University music faculty since 1950. He and McKeown met several years ago at Yaddo, an artists' colony near Saratoga Springs, N.Y.

McKeown has published three books of poetry: The Luminous Revolver, The House or Water and Driving to New Mexico. Among the poems included in Circle of the Eye are "Watching the Silence," "Horses in the Dark," "October Evening," and "In the Circle of the Eye." The Carnegie Hall performance took place on April 2, and the cycle was previously performed at the Library of Congress in May of 1978.

McKeown is a native of Evanston, Ill., and joined the UWSP English faculty in 1976.

School Head selected

Robert Balas of 3323 Dan's Drive, has been re-appointed to a second three-year term as head of the school of communicative disorders at the UWSP.

An evaluation and review process chaired by LaRene Tufts of the faculty resulted in a unanimous recommendation, according to Arthur Fritschel, dean of the college of professional studies, who made the re-appointment.

The school has extensive community involvement through its speech and hearing clinic program serving all ages of residents throughout Central Wisconsin with speech or hearing problems.

Balas came to UWSP in 1976 from Ithaca College where he headed its communicative disorders department. Earlier, he had taught and been an administrator at Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C.

---

Buy a jumbo burger and a large soda and get a FREE SMALL ORDER OF FRIES!

OFFER GOOD APRIL 23-MAY 4 IN THE GRID
UAB Coffeehouse Presents

MIKE WILLIAMS
April 23, 24 & 25

Co-Sponsored With:
RHC Coffeehouse In Debot Blue Room
April 23, 8-11 p.m.
UAB Coffeehouse (UC)
April 24 & 25 9-11 p.m.

Co-Sponsored By Arts & Lectures

Name Your Coffeehouse & Win 10.00 (Submit to UAB Office)
Death on the highway

By John Foley

Haberland said the central counties were the areas most frequently associated with road-killed deer. This is due to several factors; good habitat, large herds, and modern roads all combine to produce these numbers.

Waupaca County led Wisconsin counties in vehicle-killed deer in fiscal 1977-1978 with 1,184, followed by Columbia County with 764.

Haberland reported if a deer is killed, the driver of the vehicle can register the deer with a conservation warden and then take legal possession of it.

Several methods (fences, highway underpasses, traffic warning signs, highway lights, and roadside vegetation) have been used to deter deer from using the road, but “nothing seems to work for a long time,” said Haberland. He said new methods will work for a time, then the deer adjust to them, and they are no longer effective.

Haberland said Wisconsin is watching the work being done by other states as well as doing research of their own.

He said Wisconsin was working with repellents to be sprayed along roadways, but these were too easily washed away. Another method is to propagate non-palatable plant species along roadways so the deer won’t feed there.

Presently, many wildlife species are attracted to roadways for foraged green vegetation during the spring. This is the most probable time for deer to be struck. During March and April, when deer are dispersing from wintering yards, many are attracted to the succulent green foliage, which first becomes available along open roadways.

Bucks on the other hand, are more likely to be struck during October and November more than twice as likely as during the other ten months. This fact is associated with their rutting season.

During and besides these times, one should be on the lookout for deer at dusk (and a couple hours following) and at dawn. One should also reduce one’s speed when traveling in deer country, drive during the day as much as possible, and drive in the center of the road where permissible.

Times to be on the lookout for muskrats, opposums, cottontails, squirrels, and skunks are during the breeding season and when the young disperse.

Birds are most vulnerable when gathering grit, dust bathing, or feeding along the road.

In summation, the driver can lower his speed, become more observant, and learn the habitat and habits of species he might have contact with along the roadway.

...it was calculated that the total dollar losses from damages to vehicles in Wisconsin was $7,200,000... based on an estimated 18,200 deer-vehicle collisions for that year.

Board to set policy for Schmeeckle Reserve

By Lynda Zukaitis

As the completion date of May 1980 approaches, work is continuing on Schmeeckle Reserve to improve the area for community and student use.

A three year project was begun on Schmeeckle in 1977. Since that time, improvements have allowed for cross country skiing, hiking and swimming in the Reserve. Future plans include a fitness trail, wood board walks over the wetlands and improvements on Reserve Road. A shelter building will also be constructed near the ski slope.

Bucks on the other hand, are more likely to be struck during October and November more than twice as likely as during the other ten months. This fact is associated with their rutting season.

During and besides these times, one should be on the lookout for deer at dusk (and a couple hours following) and at dawn. One should also reduce one’s speed when traveling in deer country, drive during the day as much as possible, and drive in the center of the road where permissible.

Times to be on the lookout for muskrats, opposums, cottontails, squirrels, and skunks are during the breeding season and when the young disperse.

Birds are most vulnerable when gathering grit, dust bathing, or feeding along the road.

In summation, the driver can lower his speed, become more observant, and learn the habitat and habits of species he might have contact with along the roadway.

...it was calculated that the total dollar losses from damages to vehicles in Wisconsin was $7,200,000... based on an estimated 18,200 deer-vehicle collisions for that year.

Department of Natural Resources study in Columbia, Dane, and Dodge Counties during 1977, it was found that 312 deer-vehicle collisions occurred in those counties with a mean damage estimate of $388 per vehicle.

From this it was calculated that the total dollar losses from damages to vehicles in Wisconsin was $7,200,000. This was based on an estimated 18,200 deer-vehicle collisions for that year.

DNR Big Game Management Specialist, Frank Haberland, said 18,233 vehicle killed deer were reported from July 1, 1977 to June 30, 1978. He thinks there could be 25,000 or more that die each year from accidents with vehicles. Many cravi away from the road and die or are killed and picked up by motorists who fail to report them.
Applications now being accepted for
THE POINTER
Staff for 1979-80

Salaried positions available:

News Editor
Features Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Sports Editor

Graphics Editor
Ad Managers
Office Manager
Business Manager
Reporters/Writers

Photographers

Applications available in 113 Communication Arts Center

960 acres donated to UWSP

A gift with the largest appraised value ever received by the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Foundation, Inc. -960 acres of wilderness land in Lincoln County—was announced recently.

The donors are Jacque and Dorothy Vallier of Fox Point who have designated the property for use by the UWSP College of Natural Resources in wildlife and forestry research.

Leonard Gibe, executive director of development at the university, said the property is appraised at nearly a quarter million dollars. The announcement was made at the annual College of Natural Resources recognition dinner on April 6th.

Located about 12 miles east of Tomahawk of county trunk highways D and A, "Treehaven" includes 531 acres of aspen and birch, 100 acres of swamp, 80 acres of upland brush, 70 acres of hardwood, 5 acres of jack and red pine, 15 acres of balsam fir, 75 acres of open land and 51 acres of access road.

There are no buildings on the property, but university officials may someday seek to have facilities constructed there to accommodate student visitors and researchers. The land is located about 70 miles north of the campus.

The Valliers are noted conservationists. She is a member of the board of the National Audubon Society and was one of the founders of an organization devoted to re-establishing prairie chickens in their former habitats in Wisconsin. He is a retired biology teacher in Milwaukee, and it was noted at the dinner that one of his students was Gov. Lee Dreyfus. Vallier started the logging museum that has become a major tourist attraction in Keshena.

The land gift now puts total UWSP holdings to 1,355 acres. It has 160 acres in the Merrill area and the remainder near Stevens Point.
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For A
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APRIL 23-27
Alaska show
Monday

"Return to the Wild Country," a slide-sound production about life in Alaska will be shown at 7 p.m., April 23, in the UC Program Banquet Room.

The half-hour presentation is by John Wenger, a naturalist for the state of Alaska who is completing his graduate studies in nature interpretation at UWSP.

The program is being sponsored by the UWSP Parks and Recreation Association and is open to all interested persons free of charge.

Schmeeckle ...

prohibited on a trial basis at first. Signs will be placed around the reserve to inform the visitor what is and is not allowed. The signs will be as aesthetically pleasing as possible by blending in with the surroundings and will also be kept to a minimum. The shelter building will also contain information about the trails and some of the other facilities available.

Mary Williams, Special Assistant to the Chancellor, has stressed that people using the reserve should stay on the trails, especially now that the weather is warming up. "The wood chip trails wind from Reserve Street up to the lake, and back again. There is not a trail encircling Dreyfus Lake and people walking around the lake are killing the young trees, bushes and vines," stated Williams. Much planting has been done in the reserve and staying on the trails will allow these young plants to grow and mature, making the area much more aesthetically pleasing.

Since Schmeeckle is rather small for a reserve, priority uses have been given careful consideration. Instructional uses have first priority. The policy board is therefore thinking of closing the reserve from 7:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. to allow for this. No definite action has been taken, however.

Even though there appears to be numerous regulations concerning the use of Schmeeckle, they are necessary for the successful management of the area. Feedback from the students on the present policies, possible changes or ideas about Schmeeckle are desired and encouraged by the policy board.

SYMPOSIUM ON SURVIVAL II

Defense, Nuclear Armament and World Peace
Tonight—Seymour Melman, Professor of Industrial Engineering at Columbia University. "Inflation and Unemployment As Products of The War Economy."

116 COPS

Sponsors—Students for the Advancement of Critical Thought, Environmental Council, Arts & Lectures, Chancellor's Reserve, Acting Vice Chancellor Eagon, Extended Services, SGA, Colleges of Letters and Sciences, Professional Studies, Fine Arts, and Natural Resources.
**SPRING TENT SALE**

We would like to introduce **Wilderness Experience Backpacks**!

To celebrate this occasion, all of our backpacks by NORTH FACE, JANSPORT and WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE WILL BE MARKED

**10% OFF!**

Offer good thru April 27th.

---

EUREKA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>REG.</th>
<th>SALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summit</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chateau 8x10</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chateau</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chateau 8x12</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen Tent</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domension</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timberline 2</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timberline 4</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deluxe Timberline 4</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catskill</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catskill 3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GERRY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>REG.</th>
<th>SALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Southface</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain Ark</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campanaire</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortnight</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JANSPORT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>REG.</th>
<th>SALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mesh Roverdome</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesh Sunwedge</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trailwedge</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NORTHFACE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>REG.</th>
<th>SALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grasshopper</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oval Intension</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE-24</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE-23</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuolumnne</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Summer jobs everywhere

By Ann Reinholdt

For those of you who are looking for a summer job, but get depressed thinking of fast food joints and gas stations, Writer's Digest Books distributes three paperbacks which should be of help to you.

Job descriptions, employers' addresses, dates of employment, approximate salaries and other benefits are found in all three books, each of which specializes in the jobs available in different parts of the world.

The "Summer Employment Directory" ($6.95) describes openings at resorts, camps, parks, hotels, restaurants and ranches throughout the United States. Not only does it include information such as how to write a resume and how to handle an interview, but it also explains facts about working in Canada or for the federal government. Other benefits such as experience, fun, travel and volunteer opportunities are discussed.

The "Director of Overseas Summer Jobs," ($6.95) which lists jobs available worldwide from Andorra to Yugoslavia, should be useful to students who wish to practice and improve a foreign language. Like the "Summer Employment Directory," it includes a section on how to apply for jobs, with emphasis on those in foreign countries.

For people interested in archeology, social work, conservation or work camps, a section on voluntary work is included. Visa and work permit regulations are also explained.

Although none of these books guarantees a job, they can provide a number of new ideas.

Summer jobs in Britain

England, Wales, and Scotland. For further information, a list of other helpful publications is provided.

For people who would like to work in a foreign country, but who don't know another language, the 1979 edition of "Summer Jobs in Britain" should come in handy. It contains lists of job openings in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. For people interested in archeology, social work, conservation or work camps, a section on voluntary work is included. Visa and work permit regulations are also explained.

Although none of these books guarantees a job, they can provide a number of new ideas.

BULLSHIT

"If you can't dazzle them with brilliance, baffle them with bull."

—from a T-shirt in the author's private collection

Bullshit is my life.

No, really. The ability to say nothing in 500 words or more has made a name for me to me, and I think very highly of it as an art form—but then, it's difficult to think poorly of something that's bored you through 4,000 credits of Composition.

In my academic career, I've produced enough bullshit to grow wheat five feet high on acre of arable land in the world, and still have enough left over to write an English 101 theme on "My Most Forgettable Character."

What exactly do I mean when I say, "bullshit?"

I mean that type of written communication in which one attempts to inflict upon one's reader (read: teacher) an aura of scholarship, by skidding through sentences twenty or thirty lines long, by making use of words which haven't been spoken aloud since the Magna Carta was penned, and by constructions referring to oneself and oneself. In short, I refer to that type of writing where one tries to sound like one knows what one is talking about when one doesn't.

The guiding force behind bullshit is actually quite simple: never use one word when five or six will do. This elementary concept is then expanded geometrically into sentences, paragraphs, and pages without end, until you reach the terminal stage, where one marginally sound idea and two extremely marginal examples become a 36 page term paper on the sex life of Robinson Crusoe's parrot.

The object of all this tongue-fuorly is to propel the reader rapidly from one collegiate cow-pie to another in such a way that he or she becomes dizzy, disoriented, and ultimately ends up lying face-down in the pasture.

bullshit—NONSENSE: esp. foolish insolent talk—usu. considered vulgar.

The above definition, plucked, moist and quivering from the pages of Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, does not deal at all adequately with the scholastic form of bullshit discussed here. While such writing is indeed NONSENSE, and can generally be counted upon to be both foolish and insolent, it is not usu. considered vulgar. It is, in fact, usu. considered marvelous, especially by English professors, many of whom actually talk that way.

I would like to propose an experiment. In order that we might all fully explore the outermost reaches of bullshit, I propose that we agree to use it as our sole means of communication for one week. Imagine, if you will, trying to convey a simple biological urge to your girlfirend. (No fair using hands.)

"Dearest, I feel it is most appropriate at this point in time to bring to your attention the most expeditious proliferation of those stimulating epidermal sensations which, individually mean nothing at all but which, when considered collectively, indicate an exceptionally motivating desire to engage in some severe activities which bear a fundamentally functional (albeit superficial) resemblance to the act of mammalization."

How could any woman possibly find the words to say no to a proposition like that?
COME SEE OUR NEW MODELS
DEMONSTRATE THEIR TALENT

APRIL 20
10 to 3

A Technical Adviser
will demonstrate the latest
calculators from --

University Store,
University Center
346-3431
By Jim Logerquist

The UWSP International Folk Dancers will be performing their 7th annual Spring Dance Concert at the Sentry Theatre this Saturday at 8 p.m. This year's concert will entailing the performance of 24 selected dances representing nine different countries, including Scotland, Ireland, Russia and Romania.

The club is currently under the guidance of a new director, Janine Holzmann. Ms. Holzmann indicated that there are no requirements per se in order to join the club, other than showing genuine enthusiasm. The International Folk Dancers club supports itself through performances, and all club members become actively involved with each performance, pitching in to do the required work. Ms. Holzmann notes that "the Dancers perform because it gives them a good feeling and they all like to share their enjoyment with others."

Presently all energies of the club are directed toward preparation for the upcoming spring concert. The Dancers make their own costumes and they are presently practicing every night of the week.

This semester the club is made up of 27 students representing all majors on campus. The club welcomes all those interested in enjoying and performing the art of dance, and meets twice a week to practice. It is also an accredited course within the university.

This year is basically a rebuilding year for the Folk Dancers as only 7 of their 27 members are veterans. The Folk Dancers have been a part of UWSP since 1967, when it was first started. To date the club has a repertoire of approximately 75 dances representing 14 countries.

After Saturday's concert, the Folk Dancers will be performing on May 2nd for their final appearance this semester, in the Allen Center.

* Nominated For A Grammy Award
Danny Thomas
Benefit Dance Concert

Featuring

$2.00 in advance

$2.50 at the door

April 19

U.W. Stevens Point, Berg Gym

8:00–12:00

Door Prizes

1. Trip to Hawaii, [World Travel Inc.]

2. Nikon camera outfit, [Nikon Co.]

3. Ten speed bike, [Campus Cycle Shop]

4. $50/Albums

Many more prizes

Ticket outlets: U.C. Information Desk, Hot Wax New Licks

Sponsored jointly by UAB, ACT, BSC, TKE, and The Pointer.
Cold clinic on campus

The weather is great outside, at last. In fact, it's so nice out that you can walk around without a coat and hat! And catch a cold.

Spring colds, they can really get you down. In fact, it's so nice outside, that you can walk around without a coat and hat! And catch a cold.

At the Health Center you can now diagnose your problem yourself. A new health module called the Cold Clinic provides you with all the tests you need to determine the presence and severity of a cold in your body, and you don't need to wait for a doctor to do it.

Simply go to the Health Center (in the lower level of Nelson Hall) and tell the friendly receptionist you'd like to go through the Cold Clinic.

It's very easy; six stations guide you through your self-examination. Stations 1 and 2 separate the colds and sore throats from more serious symptoms of trouble. Station 3 takes your temperature with a nifty digital read-out thermometer, just to see if you have any other sickness symptoms. At station 4 you check your throat for problems, and at 5 and 6 you find out what treatment and medicine you need for what ails you.

Since you do it yourself, without having to wait for a doctor to see you, you save lots of time diagnosing your cold or sore throat. (If it's anything worse, you'll see someone soon.) And all that time you save yourself also saves other, more needy patients time in waiting for a doctor. It's estimated that at times up to 50 percent of the patients sitting in the waiting room could use the Cold Clinic and be out of the Health Center in short time.

Dr. John Belinis of the Health Center designed the Cold Clinic this past year in response to last year's big flu outbreak. While the incidences of flu are not as many as last year, the Cold Clinic still provides a very helpful service to students and the Health Center.

If you think you've got a cold, and the Cold Clinic confirms that, it will also tell you that your body is under attack by swarms of viruses. There are no medicines that cure the common cold, but take heart. It will last from four to 10 days, and there are several things you can do to both make yourself more comfortable and help your body get rid of the viruses. Rest; it will give your body the energy it needs to make the antibodies which kill the cold virus. Relax, take it easy, slow down.

Drink plenty of fluids (not alcohol, it takes out more fluid than it puts in). At least eight glasses of water and juice a day. And for heaven's sake, don't smoke, that only irritates your respiratory passages more.

Gargle, and use warm salt water. Just pretend you're in Tijuana! No kidding, it tastes like the Pacific Ocean, but it's the cheapest, safest, and probably the best way to relieve the irritation and swelling that makes your throat sore. Get some steam and humidity. A steamy shower or draping a towel over your head and holding it over a sink with the hot water running will help break the congestion and will moisten your dry throat. And it feels so good.

Cont'd Page 30
RHC WEEK
APRIL 23-30

Monday: Judging for film-making contest 8:00
Allen Upper. Coffeehouse with Mike
Williams 8-11. Beginning of Scavenger
Hunt - DeBot Blue Room

Tuesday: Film—Dr. Tannenbaum and the Peo-
ple’s Republic of China 7:00 Wis-
consin Room (U.C.)

Wednesday: International Night featuring Poland at
Allen and DeBot. Gym All Nighter in
Quandt (9-12)

Thursday: Candlelight and dining in DeBot Blue
Room. Open Mike 8:00. Debot Blue
Room

Friday: Prizes awarded for Scavenger Hunt

Saturday: Baseball Tournament

Sunday: Blue Grass Festival in Field behind
Quandt (1-6 p.m.) Saturday Night Fe-
ver at 7 and 9 in Allen Upper.

Monday: Saturday Night Fever at 7 and 9 in
Debot Blue Room.

ALL THIS IS FREE FROM RHC
Metric Notes

RICHARD HUGO

RICHARD HUGO, a major figure in American poetry, will read from his work in Madison tonight. The reading will be held at 8 p.m. in the Old Madison Room of the Wisconsin Memorial Union. Sponsored by the Ideas and Issues Committee of the Wisconsin Union Directorate, the event is free and open to the public.

GINOCCHIO and CLARK

The series of poetry readings sponsored by the Charles M. White Public Library, which recently featured Mike Houlihan and Mike Balisle, continues this Monday evening, April 23, with a reading by Fred Ginocchio and Duane Clark. The reading will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Ellis Room of the White Library.

nobody asked!

He was in his twenties.
So was she.
Both were Catholic, unmarried, prayerful, creative.
Both cared about people and cared for them.

How come he never thought of the priesthood?
How come she never thought of being a nun?

"No one ever asked me,"
they said.

Is this your story?
No one ever asked you?
Well, we’re asking.

Mail Coupon Today! -------------- - 1

#IS - 92

Please send information on:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diocesan Priests</th>
<th>Religious Priests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brothers</td>
<td>Nuns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name
Address
City State ZIP

VOCATIONS COMMITTEE/SUPREME COUNCIL

KNIGHTS or COLUMBUS

Greg Schneider

Giovanna Sciarrone

Ripples on the Pane

The night descends,
my past rises
with rain drumming
against the pane.

The thunder reverberates
doubts of youth,
fears of growth,
chants of death.

Out from drenched lights
looms mother’s face,
tersely sculptured
in the mist of the pane.

Her eyes spying
the clouds threat
and the return of sons
not yet home.

The screen shits the wind,
my memories blur,
the heart grieves
rain ripples the pane.

Orison

Lord, permit me to lay aside
ancient discolored litanies;
hear in my heart’s rhythm new words.

And, if I demand a bright gift,
light for me the wick of a glowworm;
and, if I seek a glorious gift,
grant me the swinging of a field flower.

And when I try to live cordially
with the others day upon day,
but I do not succeed;
unwreath the crown of thorns
and show me the face of love.

Voices of Spring

You Are Not Very Handsome

Very handsome? No, very handsome you are not.
Ample front, snub nose, lumid lips, bristled eyes.
Naked head, hairy chest, stooping shoulders, short neck.
Nearlifty, you are not a legendary knight.

Amiability, however, is the emblem of your smile;
Sobriety the rare ornament of your life’s manner;
Courtesy the herald, yet frank even by name.
Impervious to vice and to virtue inclined.

Albeit I picture awkward your embrace, yet
Rapt by its tendereness, I forget beauty’s aims.
Resive with reasoning, to yours I give wings
Of poetry, and in its strength that of my yields.
New as at her birth’s moment my soul comes to you
Evermore: crystal water in the hollow of your hands.

Greg Schneider

1
above us
branches and arms and leaves
undressing the moon

2
the sun splashes
a wave of mountains
tides of rock slide

3
the sky rips thunder
lightning shreds
a cloth of clouds

4
the body of breath sails
the sky
echoing clouds
KICK-OFF OF THE KEG ROLL
Friday, April 20th
Stevens Point to St. Cloud, Minn.
350 Miles
Sponsored by Tau Kappa Epsilon
• 2 Man Relay
  • Leaves 9 a.m.
  • Each team pushes 1 mile
  • TV Coverage
In Front Of Univ. Center

DRY THURSDAY
Students! Pledge any amount not to drink for one day. All proceeds will be going to the Senior Citizens Center to be built in Point

APRIL 26th
See If You Can Give It Up For a Day
Sponsored through
Inter-Greek Council, Varsity Bar, Grin and Beer It, and the Greeks of UWSP.
**Sports**

**Bicycle club holding spring rides**

The Flatland Bicycle Club, which was organized last fall to promote bicycling in the Stevens Point area, will be hosting a number of organized rides again this spring.

The club is pushing to get everyone out on their bikes. "We want to promote all aspects of bicycling. We would like to get everyone out riding their bikes, to have fun, save gas, and keep in shape," said Flatland bike enthusiast Kurt Eby.

The club hopes to sponsor a bike ride for every Sunday this spring. The Flatlanders have bike riding experts who can help individuals get the most out of their biking time and money. The Flatlanders will teach biking techniques, bicycle repairs, and they will help riders purchase equipment that is best fitted for the riding purpose and cost.

The club is encouraging the less experienced and occasional bike riders to get out on the road this spring. Eby notes, "Many people own bikes and it doesn't seem to realize the potential they have with them." Eby stresses that you don't need a super-exotic bicycle to do some good riding. Any bike will do, as long as you take it off the rack and use it. Said Eby, "I would really like to see all of the bicycles that are parked around campus getting some use."

The Flatlanders have a basic idea behind riding, and that is "the more the merrier." Club rides are chosen on routes that are well known to cyclists. Riding in groups provides incentive, an opportunity to meet others and just a good way to exercise without having to run.

Last semester the Flatland club sponsored several programs including a workshop, Sunday rides, an overnight trip to Eau Claire Dells, and the Flatland Classic bicycle race.

This spring's rides are geared toward getting people into shape gradually by increasing the mileage every week. Here is a list of the rides and the mileage they cover:

- Jordan Park-April 22: 312 miles.
- Lake Emily-April 29: 34 miles.
- Tour of Tomorrow River Valley-May 6: 40 miles.
- Point-Iola Metric Century-May 13: 60 miles.

All trips will begin at 10 a.m. on the Sunday mornings leaving from the University Center.

Eby says people should not be scared of the 60 mile distance. "Anyone should be able to build up to a 60 mile ride, even though it seems like a long way," he said. "I've been on 100 mile rides where I've met everything from a nine year old on a Sears Free-Spirit to a 76 year old on a balloonized tire three speed."

Eby also encourages campers to join the club.

There are experienced bike campers on the club, and the camping is less expensive and more enjoyable.

People are welcome to come out and join the Flatlanders on Sunday the 22nd of April. Information about the club can be obtained by attending the Tuesday night meetings announced in the Pointer Poop. Maps explaining the routes can be picked up at the meeting or on the day of the race. For more information call Kurt Eby at 346-4115, 426 Watson Hall.

---

**Pointer's impressive in Colman Invitational**

**UWSP men's track team captures 9 firsts**

In a display of excellent frontline strength, the UWSP men's track team raced to nine first place finishes out of the 20 events run in the annual UWSP Colman Invitational at the UWSP Colman Track Saturday.

No team scores were recorded in the event which took place in the face of temperatures which never exceeded the mid-30s and cold blustery winds.

Senior All-American Dan Buntman was the Pointer's only double individual winner and one of only three to turn the feat in the meet.

Buntman captured first in the one mile run with a time of 4:19.0 and then came back to win the 880 yard dash where he had a clocking of 1:58.3.

Buntman's fellow Green Bay native and All-American Mark Bork placed first in the 440 yard dash at 50.6 and also had the anchor leg on UWSP's first place 440 yard relay squad.

Al Sapa also had a leg on the winning 440 relay and then won the 440 intermediate hurdles himself with a time of 54.7.

Other individual winners for the Pointers were Lenne Looco, javelin, 170'2"; Chris Seeger, 120 high hurdles, 15.4; Jeff Ellis, 100 meter hurdles, 16.8; and John Rokelson, discus, 146'10".

Earning second place medals for UWSP were E. Mark Johnson, 3000 meter steeplechase, 9:22.5; Sapa, 120 high hurdles, 15.5; and the one mile relay team.

Bronze medals were awarded to Dave Bachman, 10,000 meter walk, 52:58.0; Jay Humek, discus, 147'; Bruce Lammers, 120 high hurdles, 15.5; and Dan Rokelson, 440 yard dash, 51.0.

All American Dan Buntman was a double individual winner for Point.

Besides Buntman, former Pointer star Dennis Rue running for the Kegonsha Track Club and Larry Wright of Winona State were individual double winners.

Rue earned his gold medals in the long jump where he had a top leap of 22'2" and in the triple jump where he was an easy winner with his jump of 66'8".

Wright successfully defended his title in the 100 yard dash with a time of 10.1 and also became the new titlist in the 220 yard dash with a time of 22.9. He placed third in that event last year.

Other individual winners in the Colman were Steve Hahn, UW-La Crosse, six mile run, 30:16.1; Mark Overgard, UW-Stout, shot put, 48'3"; Tony Schiller, Winona State, 3000 meter steeplechase, 9:22.5; Tim Heikka, Winona State, high jump, 6'6"; Jim Lee, UW-Stout, pole vault, 13'6"; Bill Harland, Winona State, 880 yard run, 1:57.6; and the one mile relay which was won by UW-Milwaukee.

Next competition for the Pointers will be Saturday when they travel to Oshkosh to attempt in successfully defend their title in the WSUC Relays.
**Hot Wax & New Licks presents their 2nd Anniversary SALE**

Starting April 19

To Show Our Appreciation
For Our Customer's Support
We Are Offering
**30 to 45% Off List Price On:**

- All Albums
- All Tapes
- All Accessories
- All T-Shirts
- All Incense & Headgear

Everything In The Store Has Been Marked Down!

Sale Ends April 28

**Hot Wax & New Licks**

Specialists in Records and Tapes
640 Isadore St.—Behind Burger Chef

---

**Netters 5th at Milwaukee**

The UWSP men's tennis team placed fifth in the eight team UW-Milwaukee Doubles Tournament here this weekend.

Marquette University was the tournament champion with 18 points while host UW-Milwaukee was the runnerup with 15 points. UW-Stout was third with 11 points while Illinois-Chicago edged out UWSP for fourth by a 9 to 8 point margin.

Each one of the Pointers’ four doubles entries had the distinction of losing to the eventual champion in each flight.

UWSP’s No. 1 doubles tandem of Neil Carpenter and Bob Simeon and the No. 2 duo of Scott Deichl and Bob Wakeman each earned the team’s highest finish of the tourney with third place finishes.

Carpenter and Simeon earned their bronze finish by first beating Cron Mueller and Ron Lambertson or Lawrence 6-3 and 6-2 before losing to the eventual champions Mike O’Brien and Bob Heckeroth of Marquette 6-1 and 6-2. The twosome then claimed third by besting Brian Billon and Tom Kersjes of Northeastern Illinois 6-3 and 6-1.

Deichl and Wakeman defeated Carroll’s Pete Kohin and Ken Seeman 6-1 and 6-2 in their opening match but then lost to Marquette’s Greg Boyen and Len Ciborsky 6-4 and 6-0. In the battle for third, they outlasted Mike Reyes and Lance Tanaka of Northeastern Illinois 7-6, 6-7, 6-5.

At No. 3 doubles, Greg Good and Rick Pernovic lost both of the matches they played.

Chris McAtee and Tom Shafiranski lost their first match at No. 4 to Tom Wiess and Steve Davies of Chicago Circle 6-2, 3-6 and 6-3. They then came back to claim a 7-6 and 6-2 win over Bob Laude and Randy Ristow of Carroll and a 6-0 and 6-3 victory over Ken Neuberg and Tim Scheffer of UW-Stout.

Of the 11 matches played by UWSP in the tourney, six ended in victory and five were losses.

The Pointers’ next match will be Wednesday when they travel to De Pere to meet St. Norbert in a 3 p.m. clash.

---

**Werner, Switlick honored**

Les Werner and Pat Switlick, UWSP wrestling standouts, have been named to the 1979 NAIA District 14 Wrestling team.

Werner was named to the first team at the 118 pound class while Switlick received honorable mention at 190.

The sophomore duo helped guide the Pointers to a fourth place tie in the WSUC and both earned trips to the NAIA National Meet.

Both Werner and Switlick took second place in the WSUC last year and were named Freshmen “Co-Athletes of the Year.”

Werner finished the 1978-79 season with a 15-6 record. He was WSUC champ at 118 pounds, placed second in the Sport Shop Open and the Northland Tournament and was 2-2 in the NAIA National Tourney.

Cont d on pg. 25

---

**Invite the bunch…**

**Mix a great, big bucket full of Open House Punch**

Serves 32…tastes like a super cocktail!

Greatest drink ever invented! Mix a batch in advance, add ice and 7UP at the last minute…serve the crowd right out of the bucket! Smooth ‘n delicious. Wow!

**Recipe**

One Mtn Southern Comfort
3 quarts 7UP
6 oz fresh lemon juice
One 6 oz can frozen orange juice
One 6 oz can frozen lemonade

Chill ingredients. Mix in bucket, adding 7UP last. Add a few drops food coloring (optional) and stir lightly. Add ice, orange, lemon slices. Looks and tastes great!

You know it’s got to be good…when it’s made with Southern Comfort®

1 OZ-SIZING COMPLIES CORPORATION (NO PROOF NEEDED) ST EMMET 508-20 38777
Wrestling honors cont’d

Coach John Munson tabbed Werner as the top wrestler on this year’s squad saying, “Les has really improved this year, especially his technique. He has become a top-notch wrestler and will be one of the team leaders on the nationals, one small mistake stood between Werner and All-American status. Werner was winning a match late in the third period by a 10-1 score but was pinned by his opponent, keeping him out of the finals.

4 swimmers receive NAIA honors

Two UWSP swimmers were accorded first team honors and two others second team laurels in the NAIA District 14 1978-79 Swimming and Diving Awards which were recently released.

Junior Dan Jesse and freshman Lael Martin were the Pointer swimmers honored with first team recognition. They were both also named to the second team as were sophomores Ken Wurm and Gary Muchow.

Jesse, a three time NAIA All-American from Rhinelander, received first team honors in the 200 yard breaststroke. His best time of the year in that event was 2:12.32 and was recorded in the conference meet.

Jesse was also named to the second team in the 100 yard breaststroke, 200 yard individual medley and 800 yard freestyle relay.

Martin, a freshman All-American, received first team honors in the 1650 yard freestyle and 200 yard butterfly. His top times in those events were 16:50.97 and 1:56.03 respectively.

Martin, a Topeka, Kansas native, was also recognized on the second team in the 400 individual medley and on the 800 freestyle relay team.

Greendale native Ken Wurm made the second team in both the 500 freestyle and on the 800 freestyle relay team while fellow sophomore Gary Muchow was also a member of the 800 freestyle relay team.

The Pointers finished the 1979 season as the second place finisher in the Wisconsin State University Conference and were also 13th in the NAIA National Meet.

Do You Have An Interest In The Fine Arts?

Do You Like To Interact With The Public?

Do You Operate Well In A Small Committee Situation?

Do You Have An Eye For, Or An Interest In, Advertising and promotion?

If So, You May Be Just Who We Are Looking For

We are now accepting applications for paid positions on the 1979-80 Arts & Lectures Program Advisory Committee. Further information is available by stopping in B109 Fine Arts or by calling 346-3265.
Budweiser presents...

the TASTE BUDS

"FORECAST"

HEY, WAIT A MINUTE BOYS, ...HERE'S THE LATEST TASTE FORECAST.

WHAT IS IT?

BAD NEWS... CREAMED LIVER!

OH NO!

YUCK!

CLICK CLICK

HEY, THERE'S SOME GOOD NEWS HERE, TOO...

A BUDWEISER?

YEAH??

WO BUDWEISERS!!

NO...

NO?

BUMMER...

FILL 'ER UP!

WHY DO YOU THINK THEY CALL 'EM TASTE BUDS, ANYWAY?

WATCH THE TASTE BUDS (IN ACTUAL COMMERCIALS) ON "SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE!"
Firefall and Mark Tanner
burn down Quandt

By Fred Brennan

What happens when you comfortably fill the steaming Quandt Gymnasium with people for a night with Firefall and The Marc Tanner Band? A lot. And a lot did happen last Wednesday night.

The Marc Tanner Band opened the show and took the stage rather than months No Escape, only a few minutes after the Tucker Band and Heart, to gain more visibility with the people and the major promoters, is now more than ready to fill the concert halls all by itself. If the stop here in Stevens Point is any kind of indication as to the rest of the tour, all must be going well for the six-man group. Their latest album, Else, shipped gold and went platinum soon after.

While the roadies scrambled around to rearrange the stage for Firefall, a feeling of apprehension and even skepticism befell many members of the audience. "I'm wondering whether Firefall is going to be able to finish what Marc Tanner has started," remarked one student.

Others sitting next to him just shook their heads as to indicate that they had already gotten their money's worth and didn't care how Firefall performed.

Firefall, which has in the past opened for such acts as Kenny Loggins, The Marshall Tucker Band and Heart, to gain more visibility with the people and the major promoters, is now more than ready to fill the concert halls all by itself. If the stop here in Stevens Point is any kind of indication as to the rest of the tour, all must be going well for the six-man group. Their latest album, Else, shipped gold and went platinum soon after.

Firefall draws from several areas and styles of music including jazz, rock and classical. The group was labeled a country-rock band mainly because that is the strongest influence in their material. But because their influences extend beyond that, they are trying to fight their way out of the labeling.

It was more than apparent that they were working to change that labeling in the Quandt Gymnasium. Firefall took full control when they performed. The musicianship was strong and enthusiastic, and during the length of their set it got even stronger. Their guitars, instead of being attached to their amplifiers by long cords, had transmitters connected to them, allowing for totally free movement. Guitarists Jock Bartley, Rick Roberts, Larry Burnett, and bassist Mark Andes were able to move out to the edge of the stage and change positions with each other without getting tangled up in the cables.

During their set they delivered their most familiar songs like "Sweet and Sour," "Strange Way," and "Cinderella," with a multitude of others. Midway through the last song of their performance the crowd rose to their feet as Jock Bartley performed a finger burning solo. The crowd roared its approval upon the end of the finale.

Firefall came back on to perform two encores for a total of three songs. The audience flowed down to the front of the stage clapping and singing to get a better look at their hosts before they left for the last time.

To say that the concert was a success would be an understatement. The disappointment that beheld last semester's concert was all but lost this time around.

Special thanks go out to Jeff Keating of U.A.B. for coordinating the concert and providing background information (along with Bob Grossweiner of Performance Magazine).

Thanks must also go out to all the students who saw the concert. They ended a dry spell of low attendance that has been plaguing the U.A.B.'s events for quite awhile. Another unusual note is that this was one of the few times that ticket sales were generated primarily from within the student body. This should provide the U.A.B. with some encouragement for increased major concert programming in the future.
To the Pointer,

The name of the game. It is a serious epidemic which has invaded the very fabric of our university campus. This hideous crime is all too evident in the recent scene in most residence halls and centers of learning. It is the case that the dormitories and buildings, respectively, and centers are the scenes of improper acts or vandalism, and fire alarm systems, loss of which are estimated at $4475.10. The Government money grant to the University of Wisconsin has been paid for repairing the damage. The replacement of the vandalism has been paid for, which in recent years has been made up to the students in the middle of the dormitory. It is unknown if the innocent boarding student found the factorial for replacing the damaged piece of equipment. It is unfortunate, but that is the price you pay.

The burden of vandalism outside of campus is shared among all the students, faculty members, and parents. Parents are asked to cooperate in the tax and increasing high tuition fees. The bar of the cost of the running the university.

The Government money grant to the University of Wisconsin has been paid for repairing the damage. The replacement of the vandalism has been paid for, which in recent years has been made up to the students in the middle of the dormitory. It is unknown if the innocent boarding student found the factorial for replacing the damaged piece of equipment. It is unfortunate, but that is the price you pay.

Besides financial constraints, vandalism is an engenderer of social undesirability and threats. It breeds mistrust, fear, and insecurity of the occupants of a dormitory. Tampering with fire fighting systems in dormitory alarm systems constitute a very serious threat to the safety of every resident's life. A dormant alarm system can alert you of the imminent danger. Or in a dormitory, a situation which could have caused serious damage to lives and properties to be rendered effective. Unjustified false alarms resulting from tampering with fire alarm systems can lead to a serious threat to lives and property, and death. Take the case of a night alarm when you are in a deep sleep in a dark room. Can you imagine how many times you will trip and fall you in fright and grope toward the door, just as the alarm sounds, electrical outlets can lead to electrocution and instant death. I was always suggesting to residents in indulging in vandalism - their lives could be endangered by any good. However, whatever you want to say do not say.
Pre-registration for fall semester for English majors and seniors with English or Writing minors will be April 30 through May 3, Room G06 CCC from 8:30-11:30 a.m. and 1-4 p.m.

Go Hawai'i, Shoot a Nikon, Ride a Raleigh, Save a Child!! You can contribute and have a good time. Danny Thomas Benefit Dance Concert, April 19, 8-12 p.m., Berg Gym. $2 in advance, $2.50 at the door. Bands: SUDS and BURST.

The student chapter of the Wisconsin Parks and Recreation Association is sponsoring a talk and slide presentation by George Knudsen on April 26th, at 7 p.m. at the Student Center. George Knudsen, the chief naturalist of the Bureau of Parks and Recreation, will be speaking on the state naturalist interpretative program.

Second Society of American Foresters Film Night, Monday, April 25, at 7 p.m. in CNR, Rom 112. All three films are free. Everyone welcome. The films are (1) Wild River; (2) Wood and Wilderness; and (3) Common Ground-Winner of 1978 Film Festival.


Claudia Schmidt, Wednesday April 25, Debord Center, 8:30 p.m. a SCOOPS benefit, $1.25 at the door.

The student chapter of the Wisconsin Parks and Recreation Association is sponsoring a talk and slide presentation by George Knudsen on April 26th, at 7 p.m. in 125 A-B of the University Center. George Knudsen, the chief naturalist of the Bureau of Parks and Recreation, will be speaking on the state naturalist interpretive program.

General meeting of the Fisheries Society. Guest speaker will be Dr. George Becker, speaking on the "Management or Mismanagement of the Tomorrow River." Election of next year's officers will follow. Tuesday, April 24th, 7 p.m. CNR, Rom 112.

A slide presentation by Wendell Nelson of former homes in the Stevens Point area shown at 6 p.m. in CPS cafeteria. Sponsored by the ASID club. Open to anyone interested. Admission is 25 cents.

Classified ads are printed as a service of The Pointer and are free to UWSP students, faculty members, and non-profit organizations. A fee of $1.00 per printed line is assessed to all others.

All free ads must be accompanied by the name and student I.D. number of the person submitting it. No ad will be run without this. Deadline is Tuesday noon. Ads may be dropped off in any of the Pointer-mailboxes (University Center, Debord, CCC, or COPS) or sent directly to:
The Pointer
112 CAC, UWSP
Stevens Point, WI 54481

Hey, 2 South Rainbows, I think you're the best! Riney.

The Point Hoint Club extends a big welcome back to B.K. We hope you had a great time in Florida. Thank you for putting up with Duke, Tall Pines, and Theodore. Good luck in your new job. We love you, B.K.

Stevie, from St. Louis. So you think you can beat me in any argument, huh? Well, I'm not through with you yet!! "NICE A "

Congrats on being named the 1979 Easter Bunny of South Hall, FUZZY. Your pink Easter Bunny suit complete with ears will be arriving shortly from Sears. Wear them often. Your South Hall Friends.

A.A. I read your article in the May 1979 issue of Penthouse. That has to be the biggest fish tale I've ever heard. I think you should take up fishing instead of writing about your fantasies. C.A.

We are presently prisoners and have been confined for over four years. We'd enjoy exchanging letters with students. If you respond, a photo will be considered an additional pleasure. Be gentle with yourself.

Sincerely, Frank Hall (206 16-101) and Thomas Pinckney (321 21- 138); P.O. Box 3450, Memphis, Tennessee 38134.

Sam, you deserve a medal for all your work, but no one could afford one. So consider the thought that's there!! Keep smiling as things can't get any worse. Don't laugh...it's true!! If you need any help, feel free to call. Signed, your friendly and over-worked secretary.

LOST: Silver and Turquoise watch. If found, please call 344-5379 or call 344-2643. Sentimental value. Reward offered.

classified

announcements


Is school getting you down? Are you feeling depressed and upset? There is help for you. Dial-Help tapes are available for you to listen to in the privacy of your home. Dial 346-4337 and ask for Tape number 431 "What is Depression?" or number 432 "How to Deal with Depression."

Watch history being made before your very eyes...TKE Keg Roll starting at 9 a.m. in front of the UC with Mike Haberman, mayor of Stevens Point, and going to St. Cloud, Minnesota. Any money pledged goes to Danny Thomas St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital.

"I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind."

Classified ads are printed as a service of The Pointer and are free to UWSP students, faculty members, and non-profit organizations. A fee of $1.00 per printed line is assessed to all others.

All free ads must be accompanied by the name and student I.D. number of the person submitting it. No ad will be run without this. Deadline is Tuesday noon. Ads may be dropped off in any of the Pointer-mailboxes (University Center, Debord, CCC, or COPS) or sent directly to:
The Pointer
112 CAC, UWSP
Stevens Point, WI 54481
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Stevie, from St. Louis. So you think you can beat me in any argument, huh? Well, I'm not through with you yet!! "NICE A "

Congrats on being named the 1979 Easter Bunny of South Hall, FUZZY. Your pink Easter Bunny suit complete with ears will be arriving shortly from Sears. Wear them often. Your South Hall Friends.

A.A. I read your article in the May 1979 issue of Penthouse. That has to be the biggest fish tale I've ever heard. I think you should take up fishing instead of writing about your fantasies. C.A.

We are presently prisoners and have been confined for over four years. We'd enjoy exchanging letters with students. If you respond, a photo will be considered an additional pleasure. Be gentle with yourself.

Sincerely, Frank Hall (206 16-101) and Thomas Pinckney (321 21- 138); P.O. Box 3450, Memphis, Tennessee 38134.

Sam, you deserve a medal for all your work, but no one could afford one. So consider the thought that's there!! Keep smiling as things can't get any worse. Don't laugh...it's true!! If you need any help, feel free to call. Signed, your friendly and over-worked secretary.

LOST: Silver and Turquoise watch. If found, please call 344-5379 or call 344-2643. Sentimental value. Reward offered.
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Watch history being made before your very eyes...TKE Keg Roll starting at 9 a.m. in front of the UC with Mike Haberman, mayor of Stevens Point, and going to St. Cloud, Minnesota. Any money pledged goes to Danny Thomas St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital.

"I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind."
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Stevie, from St. Louis. So you think you can beat me in any argument, huh? Well, I'm not through with you yet!! "NICE A "

Congrats on being named the 1979 Easter Bunny of South Hall, FUZZY. Your pink Easter Bunny suit complete with ears will be arriving shortly from Sears. Wear them often. Your South Hall Friends.

A.A. I read your article in the May 1979 issue of Penthouse. That has to be the biggest fish tale I've ever heard. I think you should take up fishing instead of writing about your fantasies. C.A.

We are presently prisoners and have been confined for over four years. We'd enjoy exchanging letters with students. If you respond, a photo will be considered an additional pleasure. Be gentle with yourself.

Sincerely, Frank Hall (206 16-101) and Thomas Pinckney (321 21- 138); P.O. Box 3450, Memphis, Tennessee 38134.

Sam, you deserve a medal for all your work, but no one could afford one. So consider the thought that's there!! Keep smiling as things can't get any worse. Don't laugh...it's true!! If you need any help, feel free to call. Signed, your friendly and over-worked secretary.

LOST: Silver and Turquoise watch. If found, please call 344-5379 or call 344-2643. Sentimental value. Reward offered.
Thursday, April 19
BLOODMOBILE, Just a few more hours left in the great blood cell give-away, today in the University Center Wright Lounge till 4 p.m. Keep those pints and gallons flowing, it really doesn't hurt.

SYMPOSIUM ON SURVIVAL. Dr. Seymour Malmem speaks on "Inflation and Unemployment as Result of the War Economy" in Room 116 COPS at 11 a.m. Sponsored by Students for the Advancement of Critical Thought and several other student, faculty and administrative sources.

Thursday, April 19 through Saturday, April 21
RITES OF WRITING. This annual event presents the finest in writing ideas, tips and examples. Sponsored by the Writing Laboratory, 336 CCC or call 346-3508 for details.

Saturday, April 21
SHLOMO MINTZ, yes, you can now hear and see the Shlomo Mintz (world premier violinist) at 8 p.m. in Michelsen Hall. Arts and Lectures sponsors it for only $1.50.

Saturday, April 21
HOYT AXTON an hour of exciting folk-rock on "Austin City Limits" at 8 p.m. on Channel 20 WHRM-TV.

Sunday, April 22
SUNDAY FORUM on 98.9FM at 10:30 a.m.

Monday, April 23
TWO-WAY RADIO on 90 FM, WWSP at 10:30 p.m.

Tuesday, April 24
AN AMERICAN ISM: Joe McCarthy. A biography of the infamous Wisconsin Senator whose anti-Communist crusade made him one of the most feared and powerful politicians of the early 1950s. 8 p.m. on Channel 20.

Wednesday, April 25
TRACK & FIELD, Point women do it again; they host the UW-Eau Claire team at 4 p.m. at Colman Field.

ANNUAL UWSP STUDENT EXHIBITION through May 11. See it now before the big rush, in the Edna Carlsten Gallery, Fine Arts Building.

Thursday, April 19 & Friday, April 20
THE BICYCLE THIEF classic Italian film is presented by the University Film Society at 7 & 9:15 p.m. in the UC PBR both nights. Admission is $1.00.

Thursday, April 19
SAVE THE TIGER. The Friendly folks from UAB present Jack Lemmon in this Academy Award winning drama. Both evenings at 6:30 & 9 p.m. in the UC Program Banquet Room. Admission is $1.00.

Saturday, April 21
SHLOMO MINTZ, yes, you can now hear and see the Shlomo Mintz (world premier violinist) at 8 p.m. in Michelsen Hall. Arts and Lectures sponsors it for only $1.50.

Saturday, April 21
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCERS CONCERT. Fantastic footwork from around the world is featured at this festival of fun. 8 p.m. in the Sentry Theater.

Cold clinic cont’d
It’s all pretty much common sense. But be sure it’s no more than just a cold or sore throat. The Cold Clinic weeds out the more severe cases from the common cold. And again, it will save you, other patients, and the Health Center a lot of time (and you can even prescribe your own drugs if you need them).

Don’t let the spring pass you by, you’ve waited long enough for it. Take care of yourself and use common sense. But if you do feel a cold coming on, help yourself out and visit the Cold Clinic in the Health Center. It’s open 7:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday through Thursday, and 7:30 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday through Thursday, and 7:30 a.m.-4 p.m. on Friday. A cold isn’t something to sneeze at; let the Cold Clinic help you enjoy more of your spring.

BRATFEST
April 21st 1 p.m.- 5 p.m.

Music by ENTROPY
Half Ton Of Brats!
Plenty Of Beer!

$4.00 in advance
$5.00 at the door

Papa Joe’s Parking Lot

SPONSORED BY SIGMA TAU GAMMA
Coming Your Way

Wednesday, May 2
8:00 P.M.

Sentry Theater

A delightful evening of music and theatre, focused upon a gazebo, a thirteen piece turn of the century small town band, and a yarn-spinning Perfessor/Conductor.

Mr. Jack Daniels
ORIGINAL
SILVER CORNET BAND

Ticket Information 346-4666
STUDENTS—Why Settle For Less?

LIVE AT THE VILLAGE . . . THE ULTIMATE IN APARTMENT LIVING

301 MICHIGAN - STEVENS POINT, WIS.

EACH APARTMENT HAS

☆ 2 BEDROOMS AND TWO FULL BATHS WITH VANITIES
☆ COLOR COORDINATED RANGE AND REFRIGERATOR, DISHWASHER AND DISPOSAL
☆ COMPLETELY FURNISHES IN MEDITERRANEAN DECOR
☆ CARPETING AND DRAPES
☆ AIR CONDITIONING
☆ CABLE T.V. HOOK-UP
☆ INDIVIDUAL HEAT CONTROL
☆ PANELING IN LIVING ROOM
☆ TELEPHONE OUTLET IN EACH ROOM
☆ LAUNDRY FACILITIES
☆ SEMI-PRIVATE ENTRANCES
☆ EACH STUDENT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ONLY HIS SHARE OF THE RENT.

9 MONTH ACADEMIC YEAR INCLUDING VACATIONS
— SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLE

FOR INFORMATION and APPLICATION

the Village

301 MICHIGAN AVE.
CALL 341-2120
BETWEEN 9 A.M. & 5 P.M.